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ABSTRACT

Gratitude  is  a  complex  positive  feeling  or  attitude  through  which  person

responds to the benefaction on hers well-being. Thus, on the basis of hers emotional and

rational assessment, is enabled connection of what's important to the world of people,

things and events.

Expressing gratitude (words, gestures) is culturally conditioned, and usually follows a

certain ritual rules framed by the symbolic content.

Child of early and preschool age included in the institutional education, among other

matters develops speech as a means of communication through language as specified

simbolic  system.  Therefore,  this  paper  want  to  explore  the  rituals  of  giving  thanks

applied by adults and their implications on childrens play and activities.

Key  words: gratitude,  social  intelligence,  rituals,  speech  development,  constructive

creativity, destructive creativity
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1. INTRODUCTION

At first, cry and movement represented the main communication tools of the first 

Hominoids, during the early stages of human evolution. Hominoids constructive creativity 

overcomes communication boundaries by forming a cry into an articulated voice, and after 

that stage by forming voice into different combinations, either singly or in sequences such as 

words, syntagms. Speech, as a means of communication, is a form of human behavior that is 

complete, meaning that it consists of four indivisible components: activities, thinking, feelings

and physiology. The theory of the child's speech development needs to be known so that this 

speech development can be correctly observed and appropriately stimulated in kindergarten. 

Choice theory tells that a person can only control their own behavior and all that this 

person can receive or give to other is information. How will person work with this 

information is the question of her own choice. Choice theory also tells how destructive 

creativity is a way of thinking that causes great harm to man, creating painful and self-

defeating overall behaviors.

The bond of modesty and courage is something that allows a man to maintain hope 

even when he moves away from the path of constructive development and also something that

allows returns to that constructive path where his needs, for example, security, affiliation, 

freedom were fulfilled. These needs are significantly expressed in children who also feel more

secure  if there is a order, order and predictability of events in their life. Ritual behavior has 

evolved as a way of bringing security and peace also enabling easier stress management 

caused by conditions that can not be predicted or controlled. Thus, for example, basketball 

players have their own ball-playing juggling ritual when performing a free throw, also the 

ritual of touching a personal symbol of thankfulness has the same meaning.

Expression of gratitude (words, gestures or, for example, a smile) is culturally 

conditioned, and most often follows a certain ritual framed by the rules of symbolic content.

To express kindness, gratitude, means to have faith in the truth about the image of wholeness 

not hidden by interpretations and understandings from destructive creativity. Attitude of 

gratitude is the belief that a person can face his own challenge with constructive creativity in 

community. Transforming the path, in whole, to his own and to community advantage, and 

that person can use his own challenges in beneficial ways.
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If a person observs it with respect, the child can by example demonstrate such attitude of 

gratitude simply by being a child in the game and other activities.

However, despite the fact that scientific reports tells that art, emotions and creativity can help 

establish the foundations for later success in education and career, the art culture has been 

minimized in the Republic of Croatia. Drama education exists only in traces within the 

elementary school system. The Western civilization approach to subject of emotions is as to 

something considered less worthy then mind logic.

Values, attitudes and beliefs of educators about children strongly affect the quality of 

the overall relationship between the participants in the educational process, ie the climate, the 

atmosphere, the ethos or culture.

The aim of the paper is to answer the questions: "What are the benefits and values of 

attitude and expressing gratitude in the upbringing process?", "What are rituals in expressing 

gratitude that adults can apply?", "What are the implications of applying rituals of gratitude to

children's games and activities? "," How is gratitude developed? "," What are the principles of

expressing gratitude? "," What is the role of the institutional context in expressing gratitude? 

". In searching for answers to the questions asked, the method of “working on the 

documentation” was used. Documentation included was Croatian and foreign literature from 

relevant sources of data available in books, journals, collections and online works.

Through the first part of the paper, we are trying to determine the meaning of 

gratitude, the process and the forms of its expression. Some of the definitions of gratitude 

found in the literature used are mentioned in this part of paper, along with a brief description 

of the basic determinants of interpersonal communication. 

The second part of the paper seeks to show the benefits and gratitude values in the 

context of upbringing practice. Given that the starting point is emotion and creativity on 

which each creation is based. Starting point of human expression and climate, atmosphere, 

ethos, or culture of educational practice, the second part of the work partly includes this topic.

The fourth part of the paper seeks to present rituals of gratitude and general principles 

of gratitude development to the extent permitted by the technical limitations of this final 

work, as well as the National Curriculum for early and preschool upbringing and education. 

At the end of the paper, based on the facts used, is a conclusion.
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2. DETERMINATION OF THE GRATITUDE AND THE FORMS

OF ITS EXPRESSION 

The precise definition of a word, before a particular word has been used in the 

discussion, with the aim of removing possible misunderstandings, is known as the Socratic 

method. To the scientists, this requirement is often a big challenge because it is difficult, 

occasionally, even impossible to find a concept that everyone will equally accept. 

"Communication has happened even when it was not successful ... ... so it is whether 

communicators succeed to reach their goals or fail to reach their goals. Communicating is 

what we do when we express to the others verbally or nonverbally our thoughts or feelings." 

(Reardon, 1998:15)

At the same time, the same author points out that one of the features of communication

is that it has a developmental rather than a static nature. Thinking about how interpersonal 

communication develops and changes in accordance with the development of interpersonal 

knowledge. This indicates the gradual degree of social development in interpersonal 

communication, that is, shows the developmental phases of the community in parallel with the

emergence and termination of communication.

The term speech can be briefly defined as a process of producing voices and voice 

combinations that have a specific meaning by use of speech organs within interpersonal 

communication.

"The speech, therefore, we can observe physiologically and genetically as a voice, that

is, the production of sound with the help of speech organs and the action of the aerial stream, 

and this process is also seen in the animal world (eg. primates), but as a form of human 

behavior, it is also a linguistic phenomenon, because as a sound realization it serves to 

transmit the message or communication, which is, therefore, a psychological-physiological 

process, a psychological and physiological process, one of the most complex of man's 

intellectual activities, which serves as a means of communicating with the articulated voices 

associated with words, sentences, or text. "

(Pavlicevic-Franic, 2005:14)
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Through text above, with the wider definition of the term “speech”, the goal was to show 

different ways in expression of the speech, while the same being true for expressions of the 

gratitude.

"We often use words as if they have the same meaning for everyone. In reality, we can 

hold as great fortune when the person we talk to understands all of our meaning, just the same

way as we do. Even so words and gestures remain the best tools we have in most 

communication situations. But Mozart preferred notes, and Picasso colors on canvas. Most of 

the others, however, have to use words and non-verbal expressions, and they do not serve us 

well if the people we communicate with do not understand our meanings even for some part 

of the words and gestures we use." (Reardon,1998:15) 

Speech will be best used when a person knows best: what, how and why he wants to 

talk. Speech then becomes a self-talk, a tool of developing its own thoughts if followed 

through the folk wisdom "Think before you speak". Therefore it can be derived that speech 

can be recognized as a tool of personal development, as a character trait, speech as a personal 

origin story.

"Everyone constantly tells the story of their own life and shares stories with other people." 

(Velicki, 2013: 11)

"When we realize that our word-formed beliefs on ourselves are creating and selecting our life

experience, we will be clearly aware of the importance of the story." (Cameron, 1999: 35) 

"There is emphasize in the connection of the ritual with the story, whether it is the so-called 

great stories of life and death, or stories about the cosmic order and meaning, or stories about 

everyday social construction of reality: on which the mythical story models produce social 

communities and their relationships. " (Misetic, 2004: 23)

A story is a whole, entirety, that is more valuable than the sum of all its parts.

The story of the Little Prince can also be viewed as a story of gratitude.

However, if we would single out just one sentence from its whole: "My rose soaked the planet

with its scent, but I did not know how to take pleasure in all her grace." (Exupery, 2004: 32), 

The Little Prince could be labeled as an ungrateful being. However, the impression thus 

created does not reflect the real picture of his character.
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If a 365-pages book judged, based on a few weaknesses, were to be dismissed as worthless, at

the same time we would reject not only its strengths, but also the whole that may end up 

having a nice ending. One such ending is offered by the story Ugly Duckling, as an ugly 

example of growing up in an environment that does not recognize, does not accept, does not 

respect the other and different. The latter one grows in spite of everything, his strengths 

develop and he becomes a swan at the end of the story.

"The power that metaphor has and its impact on understanding of the world has been 

known since ancient times. The healing power of stories, the help they give us in making life 

easier for us, is a value that adults should not forget." (Velicki, 2013: 11)

"Eco-educators and activists are constantly highlighting nature books as important influences 

on childhood." (Louv, 2005:166)

Speech is also language in action. A language that is woven into the life of society in a 

particular space.

Language is a system of signs and relations between them, ie rules, created during the 

historical development of society, and it is determined by the abstractness of definition and 

form.

The usual form of social action, the ritual of interpersonal giver-recipients exchange, is

also woven into the life of society.

"Recipients are also aware that this connection with the giver exists to exist above that 

particular gift, and This gratitude was not enough to answer how much attachment he has on 

himself. When there is no attachment, there is no gratitude." (Hyde, 2011:97)

The same author states that despite the size of the gift, the recipient does not have to become 

attached to the giver if the giver during the exchange process tries to change the form of the 

exchange and tries to bargain.

"When the giver or recipient begins to treat the gift as an obligation, it ceases to be a gift. And

although many in such a situation will be disappointed by the lack of attachment, the 

emotional connection, along with its strength, disappears instantly. We cannot bond with those

who give us dishonest gifts. And real gifts limit us only if we don't pass them on — that is, 

only if we don't respond to them or express gratitude." (Hyde, 2011:98)
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The definition of term gratitude is such that it represents a complex positive feeling or 

attitude with which a person reacts to the benefits expressed to him, ie in the context of 

interpersonal communication it represents feedback to the giver.

In this sense, one of the determinants of gratitude is that it can contain nonverbal or verbal 

reactions to nonverbal or verbal actions of communication participant.

However, it is necessary to remember: "But Mozart preferred notes, and Picasso a canvas." 

(Reardon, 1998: 15) and consequently acknowledge the uniqueness of a young child’s 

spontaneous reaction that may have greater meaning and beauty than the word “Thank you”. 

It is here that we can perceive the greatest surprises and rediscover the depth of our own 

gratitude, feelings of joy, excitement and wonder.

This creates a transformational effect of participatory appropriation in expression of 

gratitude, which will be discussed in more detail in one of the following chapters. This 

transformational action achieves the revelation of a person's identity, both to others who see 

the person through speech made up of his own thoughts and emotions with the help of his 

own creativity, and likewise to the person himself who can also see himself in this way 

through self-reflection.

"We often talk about the creative expression of one's own being, not realizing that art springs 

from it and flows towards expression. If our true “I” remains hidden in our consciousness, 

invisible and inaudible, because it is wrapped in a cloak of other people’s interpretations, it is 

only natural that we are afraid that we have nothing to express."

(Cameron, 1999:36)

"Throughout history, the meaning of gratitude has been repeatedly determined through all the 

world's major religions and through various areas of human activity and scientific research. 

The sages of the whole world contributed to this theme, and so did Cicero: "Gratitude is not 

only the greatest virtue, but the parent of all others.1"

Creating grateful children is a science of character building, say researchers on the 

topic of gratitude in the field of child rearing. "Gratitude is the appreciation that people feel 

when someone does something kind or helpful to them or when they recognize the good 

things and people they have in their lives." They also state how gratitude can be considered an

emotion, mood, or character trait.

1 Provided 29.07.2015., sa http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/marcustull122152.html
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Dr. Kerry Howells, a multi-award winning, educator and reflective practitioner, in 

her book Gratitude in Education, also worthy of this emphasis, disagrees that gratitude should 

be seen only as an emotion or that gratitude is just another expression for positive thoughts, 

and emphasizes: "According to Latin the root of the word gratitude (gratitude), gratia means 

affection, and gratus means kind. In general, "to be kind" implies "to be kind to another," not 

just to oneself. " (Howells, 2012: 36)

As Robert Emmons states, all derivatives of this Latin root "are associated with kindness, 

generosity, gifts, the beauty of giving and receiving."

"Gratitude involves us in a special connection with others, through giving and receiving 

thanks." (Howells, 2012: 36)

The basic determinants, common to various definitions of gratitude, based on the free 

interpretation of the author of this paper, could be expressed as follows: recognizing and 

accepting the participation and construction that others offering in enriching the environment, 

serious understanding and respect for others, respect for others' values and culture and 

respecting the value of the process of building social construction in community.

The Croatian National Curriculum for Early and Preschool Education puts these basic 

determinants in the context of the new paradigm of childhood and takes them as the basis with

which curriculum is provided with scientific foundation and practical feasibility.

Gratitude is also the appreciation that people feel toward an environment that is 

beneficial to them or when they recognize and respect the good things in that environment.

"Between life in kindergarten and life in the environment, there is interdependent 

communication so that parents act in kindergarten, and educators and children in a certain 

environment, enriching themselves and the environment itself." (Herceg et al., 2010: 235)

To express kindness, gratitude, means to have faith in the truth about the image of 

wholeness not hidden by interpretations and understandings from destructive creativity. 

Attitude of gratitude is the belief that a person can face his own challenge with constructive 

creativity in community. Transforming the path, in whole, to his own and to community 

advantage, and that person can use his own challenges in beneficial ways. This free 

interpretation derives from choice theory and forms the backbone of this paper on topic the 

expression of gratitude.
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3. BENEFITS AND THE VALUE OF EXPRESSING THANKS IN THE

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

Observed in a entirety, gratitude as a character trait becomes a source of kindness to 

oneself and others, the parent of etiquette. Etiquette (fr. Bon Ton which literally means good 

tone) is a book or code of conduct that every member of society should adhere to. 

Nevertheless, it is extremely important to emphasize once again that in accordance with the 

guidelines of educational practice, the scientific premise and practical feasibility of concept 

presented in this paper work is based on the foundation according to which childhood is a 

process that is always contextualized in relation to a certain space, time and culture 

(socioconstructivism) and varies according to the diversity of conditions and culture in which 

it occurs. Therefore, just as there is no universal child, there is no universal childhood, nor is 

there a universal approach to expressing gratitude. 

Thus, the goal of learning and developing gratitude expression cannot and must not be such as

to turn a person into an emotionless robot, who blindly follows the programmed rules of 

social protocol. This work, through the concept of gratitude, pays special attention to the 

source itself, the benefits of a good tone for the child, his development and learning, for 

society as a whole. 

“Scientists already know that emotion is not conveyed so much by the linguistic 

meaning of a word as by the way sound is communicated.”, researchers stating. The child's 

calling "Mom!" or even its expression without words can mean different things depending on 

the acoustic properties of the sound (pitch, time, color tone )."(Northwestern University, 

2009) 

A good tone of transmitting and receiving information, the way in which it is communicated 

is the way in which one tries to meet the child's needs and his experience as completely as 

possible. A good tone attracts good attention, and good attention means learning and 

development which all together is also a benefit derived from expressing gratitude in the 

context of educational practice in accordance with the principle of openness to continuous 

learning and willingness to improve educational practice.

Additionally, in favor of this thesis, the so-called von Restorff effect named after a 

psychologist who observed the way people who remembered information well performed so.

“He discovered that, as a rule, they performed their amazing achievements by making the 
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information in some way - bizarre, exotic, surprising, frightening ... or funny. Colored 

information is more memorable following a significant increase in both emotional and 

cognitive attention.”(Tamblyn, 2003:24) A good example of the effect is the black text, which 

contains a piece written in a bold green tone. 

"The triumph of effective surprise is to bring a person above the usual way of experiencing 

the world. 

...

Creative achievements have this power of transforming experiences and thoughts according to

their own image. " (Bruner, 1997:22)

Jerome Seymour Bruner, an American psychologist who has made significant contributions to

human cognitive psychology and cognitive learning theory in the field of educational 

psychology, dedicates his previously cited work in the title to the left hand. The left hand 

which has traditionally been a symbol for the power of intuition and imagination, the power 

of spontaneity and feeling.

At the same time, the terms “intuition, imagination, spontaneity, sensitivity” are some 

of the major associations to the children in Western culture.

“Rationality, logic, analyticity” are terms that most people of Western culture would usually 

associate with adults. By these same terms, some adults traditionally define themselves, 

taking them as strong character traits and at the same time rejecting everything else as weaker 

or immature. 

“Western civilization had an unusual attitude toward emotions. Although we acknowledge that

emotions exist, they have always been considered less valuable.” (Jensen, 2005:89)

Such expressive statement regarding emotions in the context of this paper work is important 

to emphasize in order to raise awareness of the traditional attitude about emotions, ie 

emotional intelligence, and starting from there we could then move in the direction of change 

called for in this paper work. Change which would not be only on declarative dimension.

“Our experience from educational practice shows, and many authors point out, that 

there is often a great discrepancy between the values that teachers talk about and that they opt 

for on a declarative level and the way they work in practice, which reflects their unconscious 

values. Moreover, Elliott  (1998) 

“Points out that teachers ’subjective theories, and they reflect their deep-rooted values, are 

more often unconscious than conscious. As they are usually not aware, this also means that 
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they are not operable, ie that they cannot be directly influenced, ie they cannot be directly 

changed.“ (Slunjski, 2006:94)

“Adults love numbers. When you tell them about your new friend, they will never 

ask you about what matters. He will never ask you, “What is the color of his 

voice?””(Exupery, 2004:20)

Some of these adults would say of a child who jumps, climbs, crawls, spins, and rolls over, 

"That child has nothing better to do. Poorly developed rationality. Poorly developed logic." 

Some of them would end up asking the rhetorical question in their minds: "What else can be 

added here?".

The quality of the accuracy of such output information is conditioned by the degree of 

quality of the accuracy of the input information, but to the same extent by the degree of 

appreciation and respect for the source of the input information, ie the child. The systematic 

process of documenting, offers the educator the possibility of a better vision of the child, 

enables him to have a more accurate, objective view of the child's interests. Clearly, without a 

defined purpose, even the greatest effort could be futile. However, some adults often do not 

see the purpose behind a child’s work, play, and research. 

"Some people feel stupid about talking to a baby. A child can't understand or respond, they 

think, so why bother trying to communicate instead of waiting?"

...

Psychologists recently reported significantly better IQ tests among children whose parents 

talked to them extensively when they were babies and toddlers, compared with children 

whose parents communicated less with them. Some attentive parents report that talking to a 

baby promotes her creativity and problem-solving ability, and as they get older, their ability to

read, write, and make decisions. Speaking to the baby before he or she begins to form words 

also helps the child discover ways to direct attention and socialize." (Diamond, 2002:127) 

"Without exposure to new words, young people would never develop cells in the auditory 

cortex that could well distinguish similar and different sounds. Parents should read to their 

children as early as the sixth month of life, and not wait until the fourth or fifth year. " 

(Jensen, 2005:42)

These quotes further speak to the strength of the intuitive side of the child’s parents. 

The latest research in the field of neuroscience tells us about the miraculous power of a child's
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intuition, that is, it tells us about the purpose we cannot see with the eye, the purpose behind 

the child's work, the child's play and research. The fact is that an image can truly be fully 

understood only if it is observed and seen as a whole. The fact is also that some adults still 

prefer to observe the numbers. If a child set a numerical record in jumping, climbing, 

crawling or overturning, it might be worth respecting and respecting. The fact that a child 

repeatedly reaches the limits of his limits, falls and bravely rises heroically, tries again until he

goes beyond his impossibility, and all this through play and a smile, some adults simply 

overlook. Not because they don’t want to see it, but maybe simply because they only expect 

something like that in superhero movies like Superman and the like. 

The book, based on observations of several weaknesses, may well be declared as weak

book. However, without getting to know and recognizing a child’s strengths, doing the same 

with a child would only be a reflection of the educator’s own weakness and incompetence. 

Weaknesses that focus on the weaknesses of the other only create even more weaknesses. 

Specifically, one can take as an example the previously mentioned significantly weaker results

in IQ tests, as was the case among children with whom parents communicated less, as well as 

the case as stated in the book "Magic Trees of the Mind". 

"We now have in the hospital one child we found in his eighth year in a fenced crib, covered 

in feces ... One neurocardiologist interpreted his MRI as 'cortical atrophy.' But his cortex did 

not atrophy. He never grew up!

...

One of the hardest things to explain to people in our culture, he says, is “not only does hitting 

children and screaming and yelling at them create injuries, but that the absence of touch, the 

absence of eye contact, leads to something not growing. " (Diamond, 2002: 121)

"Today we know that the first 48 months of life are critical for brain development. Although 

researchers have always known that a child's development is important, they did not know 

how important it is. Wayne State neurobiologist Harry Chugani argues that experiences in the 

first year of life" can fully change the way a person will develop. ”(Kostulak according to 

Jensen, 2005: 27)

Therefore it would be time to ask, "What is the cognitive efficiency of the brains in 

people responsible for the condition of eight-year-olds?" or perhaps better: "Is there any 
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cognitive efficiency in their brain at all?". It would be more justified, however, to ask the 

questions: "What can be done to prevent something like this from happening again?".

The answer, a piece of the puzzle, is offered by Daniel Goleman explaining how 

mental misery and anxiety reduce the cognitive efficiency of our brain.

"The neural highway for dysphoria leads from the amygdala to the right side of the 

prefrontal cortex. When these circuits are activated, our thoughts are fixed on what was the 

trigger for negative feelings of anxiety. When we become preoccupied with, say, worry or 

resentment, our mental abilities suffer. Likewise, when we are sad, the level of activity in the 

prefrontal cortex decreases and we create less thoughts. Extremes of anxiety and anger on the 

one hand, and sadness on the other, push brain activity out of the efficiency zone. "(Goleman, 

2006:294) Thus, the opposite of the path that leads brain activity in outer space of the 

efficiency zone and into destructive creativity would be the path of grounding thoughts on 

what was the trigger for positive feelings, ie the belief that a person can face his own 

challenge with constructive creativity in community. Transforming the path, in whole, to his 

own advantage.

"Psychologists have found that gratitude or showing admiration for someone or 

something is one of the best ways we can increase happiness. An incredible 90 percent of 

people in one survey said expressing gratitude made them happier; 84 percent said it reduced 

their stress and depression and helped them be optimistic; and 78 percent that they had more 

energy." (Hawn, 2012:127)

A common trap in fixing thoughts on positive feelings is to compare one’s own 

strengths or accomplishments with the strengths or accomplishments of others. The key 

question to avoid that trap is, "What can be done to make my tomorrow better than mine 

today?".

As can be seen from the previous section of the text, destructive creativity can prevent 

a person from properly using the information given to them. Many adults grew up in an 

environment that associated mistakes with something extremely bad, so they adopted the 

same patterns in thinking by imitation of taking mistakes to bad extremes.

On the other hand, Thomas Edison said that for the result of his success he is grateful to 

thousands of attempts before creating an effective light bulb, or thousands of mistakes that 

created the basis of knowledge that then led him to that success.
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Of course, obviously in today’s reality the main challenge for many is to survive, and

going beyond what is perceived as familiar or at ease to a person, and what brings additional 

risks it really is something that needs to be well observed.

“"I wish it need not have happened in my time," said Frodo.

"So do I,’ said Gandalf, ‘and so do all who live to see such times. But that is not for them to 
decide. All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given us. And already, Frodo, 
our time is beginning to look black.”  (Tolkien, 2002:67)

The strong side of stories is not that they offer an escape from reality, on the contrary,

the strong side of stories is to help better understand reality, to show how challenges can be 

mastered, not only to show how challenges and bad extremes exist. The strong side of the 

story is the ability to learn from the mistakes of others. The strong side of the stories is that 

they further develop our cognitive efficiency, our constructive creativity, our learning, our 

strengths.

"The creative system can add creativity to one or more of the four components in any

behavior whole. We can see this in the activities of great athletes, dancers, surgeons and 

others performing neuromuscular mastery, whose creativity cannot be compared to anything. 

Michael Jordan is one of the most creative athletes who have ever lived. Creative thinking is 

what sets great writers, artists, musicians and scientists apart from the rest of us. It is the 

ability of great performers to create and express feelings that will enchant the audience. " 

(Glasser, 2004: 125)

Early learning says a lot about the power of the human mind, about the dormant giant

in human heads. To see the power of a child's intuition and constructive creativity, the power 

of spontaneity and the feelings that guide him in his research and behavior, means to see his 

own strength of a complete human being. The power that some gave up, each to his own 

extent, when they believed myths and stories that captured their existence with thin threads of 

their own destructive creativity, threads that tied attention to numbers with very little meaning

and purpose.

"Childhood is as much rich as much it is imbued with beautiful images that will 

radiate life force and meaning at a later age. This is what we can rely on when in some periods

of life answers to "eternal questions" are sought. The child remembers events, actions, people,

the atmosphere, and the content of that memory will determine his relationship to himself and 

others. It is fairy tales that give us the opportunity to achieve that goal. " (Velicki, 2013: 11)
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A number of scientific studies point to a direct link between human baby brain 

growth and a positive experience in an enriched environment such as expressing gratitude.

If the environment as a "third educator" is additionally taken into account here, the 

question arises: "What message does the environment send to children in an environment 

where their dolls, toys and books lie discarded on the floor, scattered like garbage in the 

dump?". Dolls that are a powerful symbolic material, which can have a significant positive 

transformational effect on the child. Toys that are tools for a child’s most important job. 

Books that help children discover hope and values and knowledge and feelings and freedom.

The purpose of gratitude in this context cannot be to develop an obsession with tidiness, to 

deprive children of kindergarten space by punishing contrary to their nature, by depriving 

them of the freedom to choose their own behavior with the environment, or by instilling awe 

towards the environment.

One of the driving forces in this paper roots from the idea that achieving the goals of the 

National Curriculum for Early and Preschool Education is based on understanding the child as

a whole and accepting the integrated nature of his learning in organizing the educational 

process in kindergarten.

Thus, in the same way that the space occupied by the child's body is taken into 

account, the space occupied by the child's behavior in the environment must also be taken into

account.

The emphasis placed hundreds of years ago on the competencies of "rationality, logic, 

analyticity" for the measure of adulthood and set as the target direction of a child's 

development goal has certainly contributed to where man now stands as an individual and 

society globally. Examples from life indicate that when a person loses a vital part of himself, 

the inner world, meaning and purpose invisible to the eye and units of measurement, then he 

often seeks that inner vitality through various external substitutes which can lead to various 

addictions.

"Instead of filling our lives with creativity, we indulge in alcohol, drugs, overeating, or work 

and become addicted to things or people to drive away the sense of loss that has led us to 

suppress our own talents and dreams. Addictions block that feeling and awareness of the fact 

that loss has ever occurred." (Cameron, 1999:63)

Stephen R. Covey in his book “Seven Habits of Successful Families” also points out how the 
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situation for the family life has changed significantly over the last 30 years alone.

If his contribution is to be acknowledged, so should be his call to think about: "The 

number of teen suicides has risen by almost 300%." (Covey, 1998: 8)

Currently, the prevailing logic of things is, "You see how big the fire is. Do you think

you can change anything?" To such, life and also eternal questions, a story can sometimes 

really offer the best answer.

"The story begins with a huge fire that broke out in the forest. All the animals, both 

large and small, fled to the edge of the forest and watched the fire - all but the hummingbirds. 

"I'm going to do something about this fire!" He said. So he flew to the nearest stream and 

dived into the water. When he rose into the air, he carried a drop of water in his beak, which 

he dropped into the fire. The fire was huge, but the hummingbird was constantly flying to the 

source, returning with a drop in its beak and dropping it into the fire. Each time he was 

convinced that one drop would be important. While this was happening, other animals - some 

of whom had long trunks and large mouths like elephants, giraffes, lions and leopards - 

laughed at the little creature. "What are you imagining?" they mocked him. "You're just a 

hummingbird. You see how big the fire is. Do you think you can change anything?" So on the 

way to the creek he just turned to the other animals and told them, “Well I’m doing everything

I can!" (Wangari, 2011:147)

Perhaps the most important part of this story is not visible to the eye, perhaps it has not even 

been written yet. The outcome, the solution to the problem can hardly be seen from the same 

position in which the problem arose. Sometimes the solution only needs to change the 

viewing angle a little.

Surprise can be the most beautiful gift that life can give a person. How surprised 

adults would be if they looked around and really saw these little creatures as the whole. These

little creatures, these children who, like a brave hummingbird every day, do as much as they 

can every hour within the very limits of their limits. There is a belief that everyone who gives 

them a true fair chance will be surprised with all that that children can do, if only they are 

given an overall fair opportunity. An opportunity with an attitude that expresses pure gratitude

towards their being. Question that will have to wait his turn for his answer is: "Can all the 

children of the world be given such an overall fair opportunity?". However, to one child who 

is given such an overall fair opportunity it can mean the whole world. The significance of this 

for the world may be in the consequence of solving some of the problems that the world is 
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facing, and which is on the turn to be solved.

Through an idea, story, or work of art of any kind, created from that one competent child with 

overall fair opportunity. Solution derived from the fact that through his own constructive 

creativity, guided by inner motivation, child says: "Well, I do everything I can!".

"Today's biology suggests that art can help lay the groundwork for later success in 

education and careers. Strong artistic foundations make it easier to solve tasks, build 

creativity, concentration, self-efficacy, coordination and self-discipline, and develop a 

tendency for values." (Jensen, 2005: 46)

The decision of the Minister of Education of the Republic of Croatia for one hour of 

art education per week and cutting salaries in education says that giving such a completely 

fair opportunity to children in primary schools in the Republic of Croatia will have to wait. 

The decision was made despite the existence of scientific research that indicates the 

usefulness of enriching development through art. The situation is similar with regard to the 

denial of funds for work in kindergartens from the government.

Times are black and just such times require the use of the most effective methods, ideas that 

can bring the most light. It is known that the light of just one candle can not only illuminate 

darkness, but can light many other candles without losing any of its luster. The effect of well-

being and the value of gratitude is similar.

Some adults, deeply rooted in the weaknesses of this time, are likely to remain focused on 

looking for weaknesses because they simply have such a habit of destructive creativity. 

However, the question: "What about the problem indicated by the black statistics on 

teenagers?" it’s just not their question. The answer below is just not theirs, but it could 

become their answer, if they chose so in their own free will.

"Grateful young people (ages 11-13), compared to less grateful, are happier, more 

optimistic, have better relationships with friends and family, are more satisfied with their 

school, family, community, friends, and themselves; they offer more emotional support to 

others. They are also mentally healthier and have fewer negative physical symptoms such as 

headaches, abdominal pain and nasal mucus. It was also found that grateful teenagers (ages 

14-19) compared to less grateful teenagers, more satisfied with their lives, use their strengths 

for the benefit of their community, are more involved in school and hobbies, have better 

grades, are less envious, depressed and greedy." (Bono i Froh, 2014:8)

An adult, of destructive creativity, often has a habit of taking pain as a measure of his
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wakefulness. To his question, "Am I dreaming or am I awake?" the answer is sought in a 

reality check ritual "have to pinch yourself" where "If I feel pain, I'm awake". Some of the 

parents of these adults knew that the punishing rod came out of heaven, but they did not know

that it was because punishing rod did not even have a place there. The path to a place where 

pain is a fundamental determinant can sometimes indeed be paved with good intentions of 

ignorance. Adults of destructive creativity often take for granted the approach of "no pain, no 

gain".

Children learn and develop through cooperation, play and a smile, of course to the extent 

determined by their own individuality. As hard as it is for the aforementioned adults to 

believe, as much and more there is a growing body of scientific research that speaks to the 

strength of a child’s scientific approach. The approach of gratitude, which along with 

intuitiveness, constructive creativity, spontaneity and sensitivity, takes in and develops 

rationality, logic and analyticalness. The approach of gratitude, which turns the confines of its 

boundaries into developmental challenges full of collaboration, play, and laughter. An 

approach of gratitude that should not be taught and shaped by single ideal image, but through 

holistic approach to help children learn by exposing them to new experiences in an enriched 

environment.

"Prominent developmental psychologist John Flavell once told us he would change 

all his rewards for the opportunity to see the world through the eyes of a child for a few 

minutes. Romantic poets of the early nineteenth century such as Wordsworth and Blake had 

the same ambition. They thought that childhood was the period in which we see the universe 

most clearly and experience it most intensely. It was "a time when meadows, groves and 

streams, land and all ordinary scenes seemed to me illuminated by heavenly light." It is a time

when we see "a world in a grain of sand, and in a wild flower a paradise." Wordsworth and 

Blake also realized that we as adults still have moments of understanding of equal clarity and 

intensity. They saw how these insights were part of the experience of creation: moments that 

allow us to write poetry." (Gopnik, 2003:210)

The triumph in itself, as the dictionaries put it, "a great, complete victory," 

throughout this belligerent civilisation that cuts off the branch on which it sits with consumer 
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greed, is to retain one's own knowledge and experience as an adult, but also modesty and 

courage and see the way a child sees, a way that pays attention to potential and strengths. 

Robert Benigni's Life is Beautiful (Italian: La vita è bella), a 1997 tragicomic drama, is the 

story of just such a triumph. Just as courage does not mean the absence of fear, so gratitude 

does not mean the absence of envy, greed, jealousy or laziness. Gratitude does mean that with 

constructive creativity we see that there is something more important than that weakness. 

From the lesson of the mentioned tragic-comic story, it can be seen that the memories, which 

remain through "gratitude approach", really have that transformative power on experience and

thought that Bruner also spoke about. That is, here it is triumphant to quote the last narrative 

in the film:

"IT WAS HIS | GIFT TO ME. - We won!

We're. - A thousand points! | We'll burst out laughing! "

"Some religions and spiritual traditions believe that a conscious sense of gratitude is 

a hallmark of spiritual maturity. If spiritual evolution is the next stage of human development, 

and perhaps it is, given that the prefrontal cortex is the latest evolved part of the human brain 

and is active in states of compassion, gratitude, and spiritual contemplation, we should all 

strive to become more compassionate, kind, and grateful. The actions that help us do so will 

take us to the next level of social development, where we will cooperate more, share, believe, 

forgive, and witness to greater peace, happiness, and kindness in the world." (Hamilton, 

2012:154)

As scientific insights evolve, so does the level of knowledge about the benefits and 

value of developing approach of gratitude.

The following list of 10 Thanksgiving benefits is a shortened version of a 31 list  

Thanksgiving benefits compiled based on 40 scientific studies on gratitude.2

Gratitude makes us happier.

A five-minute daily gratitude journal can increase your long-term well-being by more than 10 

percent. 

Gratitude makes people like us.

Gratitude generates social capital – in two studies with 243 total participants, those who were 

2Amit A. 2015. The 31 Benefits of Gratitude You Didn’t Know About: How Gratitude Can Change Your Life
Pribavljeno 04.03.2015., sa http://happierhuman.com/benefits-of-gratitude/
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10% more grateful than average had 17.5% more social capital.

Gratitude makes us nicer, more trusting, more social, and more appreciative. As a result, it 

helps us make more friends, deepen our existing relationships, and improve our marriage.

Gratitude makes us healthier.

Believe it or not. Gratitude can positively affect our health in many ways. 

Gratitude makes you a more effective manager, helps you network, increases your decision-

making capabilities, increases your productivity, and helps you find mentors and proteges. As 

a result, gratitude helps you achieve your career goals, as well as making your workplace a 

more friendly and enjoyable place to be. 

I’m not suggesting that criticism and self-focus don’t have a place in the workplace, but I 

think we’re overdoing it.

According to one study, 65% of Americans didn’t receive recognition in the workplace last 

year. A bit more gratitude at work might be nice for us all.

Gratitude strengthens our positive emotions.

Gratitude reduces feelings of envy, makes our memories happier, lets us experience good 

feelings, and helps us bounce back from stress. 
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Gratitude makes us more optimistic.

Gratitude is strongly correlated with optimism. Optimism, in turn, makes us happier, improves

our health, and has been shown to increase lifespan by as much as a few years.

Gratitude reduces materialism.

Materialism is strongly correlated with reduced well-being and increased rates of mental 

disorder.

There’s nothing wrong with wanting more. The problem with materialism is that it makes 

people feel less competent, reduces feelings of relatedness and gratitude, reduces their ability 

to appreciate and enjoy the good in life, generates negative emotions, and makes them more 

self-centered.

This is because the very nature of gratitude is to focus on others (on their acts of 

benevolence). 

In this regard, gratitude practice can be better than self-esteem therapy. Self-esteem therapy 

focuses the individual back on themselves: I’m smart, I look good, I can succeed, etc…. 

That can work, but it can also make us narcissistic or ultimately even back-fire and negatively

impact self-esteem.

Gratitude increases self-esteem.

Imagine a world where no one helps you. Despite your asking and pleading, no one helps you.

Now imagine a world where many people help you all of the time for no other reason than 

that they like you. In which world do you think you would have more self-esteem? Gratitude 

helps to create a world like that.

Gratitude makes you a more effective manager (*preschool teacher )

Effective management requires a toolbox of skills. Criticism comes all too easily to most, 

while the ability to feel gratitude and express praise is often lacking.

Timely, sincere, specific, behavior-focused praise is often a more powerful method of 

influencing change than criticism. Specifically, multiple studies have found expressions of 

gratitude to be highly motivating, while expressions of criticism to be slightly de-motivating 
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but providing more expectation clarification.

Contrary to expectation, if praise is moderate and behavior focused, repeat expressions of 

gratitude will not lose their impact, and employee (*kids) performance will increase.

Because of our culture, expressions of gratitude are often difficult to give – cultivating an 

attitude of gratitude will help.
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF GRATITUDE EXPRESSION  IN THE

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

When observing the expression of gratitude presented in this way, it is important to keep in 

mind the principle of flexibility from the National Curriculum for Early and Preschool 

Education (2014) which indicates that learning is an active, subjective process of constructing

individual knowledge, which can only be initiated from the outside, but it cannot be directly 

managed from the outside and that in different subjects (children and adults) it does happen at

the different speed and in different steps of learning process.

"Some evidence of the evolution of kindness, compassion, gratitude, and forgiveness 

is found in our facial expressions. Since we all share the same ancestors in a genetic sense, it 

is to be expected that people around the world share the same types of facial expressions. We 

would expect that even isolated cultures, which have not been in contact with “civilized” 

people, share the same terms. And it turned out to be true. All cultures of the world express 

emotions with the same facial expressions. For example, happiness universally creates a 

smile, and sadness a frown." (Hamilton, 2012:180)

Consequently, it could be observed how certain processes can be classified and defined as 

specific points of human development.

Educational practice as a focused process, through knowledge exploration about: “What leads 

to sustainable development and what leads to human failure?”, can offer a broader perspective

in analysis and evaluation of the development of gratitude expression.

The better planning of goals, the less of a chanche that the greatest effort could be useless.

4.1. Bloom's taxonomy of the development of gratitude expression

Bloom's taxonomy offers a broader picture of the development of gratitude 

expression, which enables both better definition of goals and better analysis and evaluation of 

the realization of these goals in the educational process. The definitions as stated can be used 

as an orientation basis for determining and elaborating the objectives of activities for the 

development of gratitude expressions, for creating discussions about gratitude expressions, 

questions or scenarios that contain gratitude expressions, ect.
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Cognitive area: 

 Remembrance, the ability to reproduce the utterance of gratitude phrases and 

nonverbal expressions of gratitude in its original form, which is manifested in the 

ability to convey previously learned verbal expressions and nonverbal expressions of 

gratitude.

 Understanding gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude, noticing the

course of the communication process of exchanging gratitude phrases and non-verbal 

expressions of gratitude, which is manifested in the timeliness and appropriate 

exchange of gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude.

 Applying gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude in new situations, 

which is manifested through the application of acquired knowledge and rules in new 

situations in a new way. 

 Analyzing the communication process of exchanging gratitude phrases and non-verbal

expressions of gratitude, which is manifested in the ability to determine the causes and

consequences of the communication process while drawing new conclusions.

 Judging and evaluating the communication process of exchanging gratitude phrases 

and non-verbal expressions of gratitude, ie the first metacognitive level that is 

manifested through the possibility of evaluation and critical attitude towards the 

communication process.

 Creating and noticing new patterns in communication process of exchanging 

gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude, ie the second metacognitive 

level which is manifested in synthesizing the essential from the whole, ie the 

possibility of creating a broader image from smaller parts, ie rearranging and 

developing the communication process.

Affective area:

 Receiving gratitude phrases and nonverbal expressions of gratitude that manifests 

itself in such a way that a gratitude phrase or nonverbal expression of gratitude is 

given in a way that predominates the cognitive aspect while the affective aspect is 

negligible. The affective aspect of performing a gratitude phrase or nonverbal 

statement is just beginning to develop, and could be negative, for example, when a 

person is forced to do it (e.g. !You have to say Thank You ... otherwise punishment 
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will be..! e.g. !Show your gratitude, you small miserable creature ... do you know who 

I am? ").

 Reacting to gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude that is 

manifested in the way that a gratitude phrase or non-verbal expression of gratitude is 

performed in a way that shows a high degree of instability in different periods of time, 

ie can oscillate: a) with predominant cognitive aspect with passive affective aspect or 

b) with an extremely intense affective aspect of expression e.g., satisfaction with a 

minimal cognitive aspect.

 Adoption of values and attitudes about rituals of uttering gratitude phrases and 

nonverbal expressions of gratitude manifested through the implementation of process 

principles in everyday life where the intensity of internalization from acceptance to 

identification with rituals of expressions of gratitude is recognized in relation to small 

things and deeds. If the upbringing of the child in the previous stages was focused on 

labeling, for example, "You are a little ungrateful child, you will be punished" instead 

of a focusing on certain behavior that can be nicer and kinder (so that everyone lives 

in a nicer and kinder environment), at this stage the child could create an attitude that 

an expression of gratitude is something that diminishes it and something that is not 

worthy of acceptance from a ideal person who wants to grow and develop.

 Organizing values according to the rituals of uttering gratitude phrases and nonverbal

expressions of gratitude that become an internal stable system of attitudes and values. 

That is manifested through long-term stable action with respect for the balance 

between freedom and responsibility, recognizing one's own gifts and accepting one's 

own weaknesses, and the same towards others. Accepting the diversity of others and 

helping others according to a critical evaluation in relation to some object, event and 

behavior.

 Characterization of personality achieved through rituals of uttering polite phrases 

and nonverbal expressions of gratitude, which is manifested as in the story Ugly 

Duckling by Hans Christian Andersen, by achieving a positive image of himself, with 

constant expression of self-esteem and respect for others. Being able to see strengths 

in "ducks" and in "swans". Being able to establish objective evaluation criteria, with 

diligence and discipline through a willingness to cooperate and to develop their 

strengths. Being able to express themselves politely, worthy of humans, just as swans 
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express themselves worthy of swans and ducks worthy of ducks.

Psychomotor area:

 An imitation of the utterance of gratitude phrases and nonverbal expressions of 

gratitude that manifests itself in the way that a gratitude phrase or nonverbal 

expression of gratitude is uttered by a simple imitation of a role model.

 Manipulation of the utterance of gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of 

gratitude which is manifested in the way that a gratitude phrase or non-verbal 

expression of gratitude is performed according to instructions, by "blind" following 

the given rules without deviating from the instructions.

 Precision of pronouncing gratitude phrases and non-verbal expressions of gratitude, 

which is manifested in the way that the gratitude phrase or non-verbal expression of 

gratitude is performed at personal discretion with a slight deviation from the known 

pattern. The activity is still a "mechanical assembly", but it was performed with much 

greater surness and precision.

 The analysis of the activity of uttering gratitude phrases and nonverbal expressions of 

gratitude, which manifests itself in the way that it has ceased to be a "mechanical 

assembly", takes on the contours of character because the form is adopted by long 

repetition to a degree that allows much greater attention in details of interactive 

harmony.

 Naturalization of uttering gratitude phrases and nonverbal expressions of gratitude, 

which is manifested in the way that the rhythm of the communication process 

harmony, the speed of performance does not go through the control process because it 

is adopted by long-term repetition to the extent of automation that allows maximum 

internalization.

In the context of better defining the goals of the development of expression of gratitude, as 

well as better analysis and evaluation of the realization of these goals in the educational 

process, it is extremely important to know the capabilities of children depending on their age 

and other developmental factors in each individual child.

The current point of the developmental continuum of each individual child depends 
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on a number of factors that can be divided into internal speech development factors and 

external speech development factors.

Internal factors of speech development are: the general health condition of the child with 

special emphasis on the condition and development of his speech organs, the development 

and condition of his auditory and visual organs and his cognitive and emotional abilities.

External factors of speech development are: family environment, especially mother and 

father, nursery environment, kindergarten environment, playgroups environment, school 

environment, other means of communication.

The laws according to which a child's speech development takes place should be known so 

that this speech development can be properly monitored, and encouraged in kindergarten in 

accordance with the appropriate principles.
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5. RITUALS AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR ENCOURAGING THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THANKSGIVING WITHIN THE

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

To make the general principles in encouraging the development of expression of 

gratitude easier to remember, it will be listed here as follows, in the acronym 

T.H.A.N.K.F.U.L.I.M ("Thankful I'm" as well for further enquiries and topic research 

publishment: www.Thankful.Im web page)

Transformation, Habitat stimulus, Affective relationship, Nurture interest of the 

child, Key to constructive creation - gratitude rituals, Feedback narration, Unity of  activity 

and opinions, Laboratory of play, Imitation value, Movement - learning stimulus

5.1 Transformative pedagogical process in expression of gratitude

Children's competencies are not static but developmental, so their development is 

encouraged and monitored continuously. The development of educational practice of gratitude

should therefore be understood as an ongoing process and not as an occasional activity on 

International Thanksgiving day or International Word of Thanksgiving day. The development 

of such a practice cannot be achieved partially and mechanically, its development represents a

constant transformational process that is gradual and systematic.

Transformational, because the practice of gratitude is realized in a way through 

which the educator cannot remain just an observer. Each step, each new element of the 

communication bridge, or interactive spiral, reveals to all parties involved new ways of 

understanding and using the process of expressing gratitude.
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Such an approach to the pedagogical act of developing the transformative process in 

expression of gratitude becomes an interactive collaborative process, a spiral formation of 

learning, through a form: planning, documenting, reflection, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Transformative pedagogical process in expression of gratitude (author: Tadija Dovođa)

The multidimensional pedagogical process of expressing gratitude is shown through 

a two-dimensional representation. In the collaborative learning of children and educators, the 

interactive spiral process of “planning, documenting, reflection” is also a common process 

and in this presentation is shown together in one outer circle through three different colors, 

green, red and blue, likewise the whole of multidimensional pedagogical process of 

expressing gratitude is shown in color purple.

Showing the whole of prosess, the display shows in purple one central figure with three 

inseparable arms. One arm is the behavior of the educator throghout planing pedagogical 

process, the other arm is the behavior of the child throghout documenting pedagogical 

process, the third arm is the reaction of both the educator and the child throghout reflection on

pedagogical process.

"By participating in socio-cultural activities, individuals transform their 

understanding, but also their responsibilities in the learning process, to which they themselves

directly contribute. They can do this with their specific actions or by contributing to a better 

understanding of the actions of others while changing themselves." (Slunjski, 2012:111)
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"Communicating, whether interpersonal or mass, is like a game in which each 

player’s move affects the other players moves. Communication partners do not do something 

to each other, but do something together." (Reardon, 1998:26)

Crucially, the only behavior that an educator can largely determine and control is his 

or her own behavior, and the outdated traditional approach “teaching children gratitude” 

competent educator is replacing with approach of multidimensional pedagogical process   

“learning gratitude along with children”.

"The more we make it a point to reflect on aspects of our existence for which we are 

grateful, the more our children learn to do the same. Our ability to notice and show 

appreciation for the smallest elements in our life helps them slow down and take note of their 

own life. They learn not to take any aspect of their experience for granted, but to respect all 

that exists around them. Such gratitude fosters a commitment to life. " (Shefali, 2010:143)

"Feelings and emotions play an important part in learning, but until fairly recently the 

research on metacognition has concentrated on the cognitive aspects rather than what is called

the “affective aspect”, i.e. how our feelings and emotions relate to our thinking about our own

thinking. However, these feelings of confidence or doubt, interest or boredom, affect how we 

are likely to approach a task. Thus, they impinge on the metacognitive regulatory aspect of 

monitoring ourselves in relation to the task and informing how we proceed, or whether we 

just give up altogether.." (Larkin , 2010:11)

In this way, the child is offered the opportunity to become aware of the process of their own 

learning and to become aware of the process of creating a strategy of their own learning. The 

approach of multidimensional pedagogical process “learning gratitude along with children” 

also encourages the strengthening of children's metacognitive abilities and develops their self-

motivated and self-regulating learning.
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5.2. Habitat stimulus

The stimulating environment as a benefit and the value provided by expressing 

gratitude has already been discussed in the previous chapter, but it is also necessary to 

highlight natural habitat.

"Nature is also a beautiful and rich stimulating environment for a child. From birth, you take 

your little ones for a walk in nature (in parks, forests, rivers and lakes, etc.) to feel the warmth

of the sun's rays, the freshness of the wind, the clarity of the sky, the singing of birds, the 

sound of rivers and waves, the colors and scents of trees and flowers, rain and snow. " 

(Posokhova, 1994:32)

In another time and world, overrun and forgotten by today's civilization, the fire of the hearth 

was the center of family and social life, a place where the wisdom gathered for generations 

was passed from generation to generation through stories. The window at one of such times is 

opened by the words of a chief named Luther the Standing Bear, Oglala Sioux:

"We cannot all sit on the same side of the fire. Family Fire form a circle, not a line or a 

square. When we move to the side, we are still sitting by the fire with our siblings, and as we 

move away from one, we approach the other. The circle, like a hoop of sleep, always takes us 

back to where we started. Every time words of respect and love are uttered they will return as 

they were given. The harsh word runs in a circle until it is finally worn out. Love settles 

within the circle, embracing it and lasting forever, revolving around itself." (Joncic, 2004:60)

In this time, today, here, those words are still alive and can give one extra wind in the

sails of our own values, pedagogical principles, and goals.

"A child feeling the inner attitude of an educator (or parent) experiences nature, The Being of 

The Earth as a PRECIOUS GIFT given to us to protect and respect. It experiences the inner 

and outer natures of human. Namely, what we pay our ATTENTION to, we invest EFFORT, 

we connect with it, it GROWS, it becomes PRECIOUS, HOLY. The child does not understand

this truth, but he feels it, it remains in him as the SEED of a future FLOWER. All of this 

shapes and affects a child’s strength of LIFE and GROWTH. The path through the annual 

cycle of rituals is the path from external to internal light, the path through the visible and 

invisible world, the path through the rainbow spectrum of colors ... Every season, the rituals 

brings something new. Day by day, the spirit of the rituals beneficially weaves the child's 

soul ... We need rituals that will maintain a balance between respect for the past and faith in 
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the future; rituals that will transcend race, religion, people, geographical area; rituals that will 

elevate us to the meaning of the word HUMAN and what we can become as human beings"

 (Spanjol L., 2000:153)

5.3.  Affective relationship

"Ignoring is more harmful than spoiling, special educators call children who grew up 

without family attention "pedagogically neglected children", these are children who are 

significantly behind in development. “So, it is necessary to actively direct children's curiosity, 

to actively help them develop and learn everything new in life.

That is why it is good to set aside at least an hour a day that will be dedicated exclusively to 

the active stimulation of children's development: joint creative play, reading fairy tales and 

songs, etc." (Posokhova, 1999:29)

Therefore, the educator should in principle try to provide children with a good speech model 

and special conditions and exercises to create conditions for the correct pronunciation of all 

voices of the mother tongue, and the adoption of clear diction, accents and correct 

pronunciation of words in a sentence, as well as proper intonation (volume, pitch, color, 

tempo, expressiveness, etc.).

Educator puts all his energy into the dialogue in order to fully understand the person on the 

other side and to feel the story that the person is giving him as well as possible. Educators 

words are meaningful and sonorous, his sentences clear and detailed, and properly applied 

silence is one of his powerful communication tools.

With well-timed silence, educator emphasizes the words that preceded silence and those that 

follow behind that silence. Thus, it gives the interlocutors the opportunity to experience the 

words, to be able to imagine and feel the meaning of the whole behind the words. Rivers and 

forests in his stories can be seen, heard, smelled because talking about them educator sees, 

hears and smells as that he is there with all of his senses. Educator invests all his energy and 

emotions in creating that atmosphere without hesitation with pedagogical principles approach 

of multidimensional process.

If the story of a happy farmer singing in a field. Story of farmer who was richly endowed with

fruits for his attention and effort in the field. The educator is happy with him. If the story 
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about the hunger of the farmer to whom the flood took away his bread, educator sympathizes 

with the farmer to the extent that it seems near for educator stomach cry about emptiness. 

When educator talks about gifts of nature, in his imagination he tries to conjure up and feel 

every taste, every smell.

"… everything should be presented to external feelings, as far as possible, namely: visible - to

sight, heard to hearing, smell to smell, taste, taste, touch, touch, if something can be perceived

by several feelings at once, then This subject simultaneously several feelings. ” That is what 

constitutes the golden rule of the didactics of Ya. A. Komensky.

He strives to achieve positive non-verbal communication, bring a smile to the faces around 

him and thus ennoble the world with joy and gratitude.

The game for him has a dimension of holiness because it is a collaborative activity in which 

people participate in order to get closer to the path of their heart by socializing and having fun

and thus make the world a more grateful place.

5.4  Nurture interest of the child

One of the basic principlesof the National Curriculum for Early and Preschool 

Education is "The child is not an object in the educational process, but a social subject that 

participates, constructs and, to a large extent, determines its own life and development."

Unlocking the door to express gratitude by force, a partial and mechanical approach 

that lacks wholeness in perspective, is tantamount to unlocking, opening a caterpillar hood 

that still cannot be called a butterfly hood because such a premature opening of the hood 

would prevent the development of butterfly wings. 

Bloom's taxonomy in the previous chapter points to a similar moment in the account 

of the development of gratitude. The importance of the first air spin under the wings of this 

unique, individual butterfly is evidenced by the fact that an important feature of the National 

Curriculum for Early and Preschool Education (2014) is the focus on key competencies that 

represent a core competency framework that is clear and flexible enough to reconcile 

individual and social the dimension of the upbringing and education of children. Also, it is 

good to repeat, the principle of flexibility expresses the belief that learning is an active, 

subjective process of constructing individual knowledge, which can only be initiated from the 
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outside, but it can not be directly managed and that in different subjects (children and adults) 

it happens neither in the same order nor at the same speed. 

"The teacher can give the student information and help him use that information, but 

the teacher cannot do his job for the student. When you get out of that trap, you will regain 

much of the freedom you voluntarily gave up, when you felt responsible for the students who 

chose not to learn." (Glasser, 2004:295)

There are various combinations of causes and consequences in educational practice, among 

which it is difficult to guarantee constant predictability of the relationship between that causes

and consequences. So then a small cause can lead to small consequences and in some other 

time big consequences, and the same applies to big cause. One small silent, even 

nonverbalized thought can be the cause of big tears along with permanent trauma.

This effect is also shown by a model calculation that shows how the impact of 

butterfly wings can cause a storm on another continent. The mentioned model calculation is 

called the butterfly effect. A model calculation that would show how much the power of light 

is stronger than the power of the shadow would certainly leave a pleasant impression, but 

probably weaker than the immediate experience of that power.

In life, in direct experience, the smallest act of kindness is more powerful than the 

largest unfulfilled written word. Consequently, it can be concluded that the daily, gradual and 

systematic focus of children's attention on small acts of kindness, on behavior that is an 

expression of respect and responsibility for themselves and their own gifts and the lives and 

gifts of others, has immense power. No matter how small such an action of directing 

children's attention may be, it can still be bigger and more useful in the context of the 

consequences than the greatest humanistic declarations, which to a greater extent remained 

only an inanimate letter on paper.

It is important to emphasize that such directing of children's attention, ie creating 

incentives that will be interesting and arouse children's interest, and keep it and leave a 

positive impact on the child, is possible if the child is respected as social subject that 

participates, constructs and, to a large extent, determines its own life and development.

Educator sholud really try give the best to objectively see, and document the 
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individuality of each individual through the prism of constructive creativity in community.  

The prism of constructive creativity that builds on strong sides of each individual.

"True compassion is helping people help themselves." (Glasser, 2004:145)

5.5  Key to constructive creativity - gratitude rituals

With free interpretation of Stepehn R. Covey's work, Seven Habits of Successful 

Families, here could be written that a combination of modesty and courage is something what 

allows a person to keep hope even when he deviates from the path of constructive 

development and creation of life. The same combination of modesty and courage it could also

be something what allows person returns to that constructive path where persons needs e.g. 

security, belonging, freedom were met. These needs for free play, order, permanence and 

predictability of events in their lives are significantly expressed in children who also feel safer

and at peace if that needs are met.

The study concludes: "Ritual behavior has evolved as a way to bring peace and make

it easier to manage stress caused by things we cannot predict or control. It reinforces our view

that we have more control in a situation that is otherwise beyond our influence. Basketball 

players have their own ritual of juggling the ball when taking a free throw. " (Eilam et al., 

2011) further confirms what generations of educators not only knew but also applied through 

rituals in their educational practice.

To the question "How to perform more complex rituals of expressing gratitude that 

the educator would design in collaboration with the children?" the text below offers a partial 

frame.

"Among various forms of artistic expression, theater is most similar to ritual, and the 

connection between ritual and drama, on a structural level, is realized in the process of 

dramatizing social customs or arranging social customs on stage, "overlapping" or "merging" 

traditional ritual act and drama play. ... They choose, he concludes stage social customs, those 

that possess an inner dynamic suitable for the stage and that include music, dance and jokes. It

is not uncommon for self-referentiality within a social custom, e.g., to reach for dimension of 

expression with which they thematize some of their personal features, refer to their own 

situation, subject, structure, code or affiliation of specific wedding at a general wedding ritual.

Unlike the usual, classical (theatrical) drama performance, when performing a ritual, the 
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difference between the audience and the performer often disappears, because everyone 

becomes a participant in the ritual event. Yet the ritual act as its central part most often has a 

performance carried by the performers." (Misetic, 2004:37)

5.5.1. The gift of attention ritual

In the space of the kindergarten group, the educator keeps the plant he nurtures in a 

certain place, and his ritual of watering the plant is always accompanied by expressing 

gratitude to the plant. (e.g., “The plant thank you for the scent and fresh air,” with a nonverbal

gesture of inhaling the air or gently stroking the leaves of the plant with fingers.) If children 

become interested in the ritual, then the children should be the ones to water the plant. The 

child who is performing ritual of watering the plant is always expressing gratitude by 

imitating educator expressing gratitude to the plant or through creating his own gratitude 

expression. (e.g., “Green friend thank you for the clean air,” et cet..)

When determining the order of children in this and other activities, a various nursery rhymes 

can be used, e.g.: "Queen, been, green, clean, air and water, matters, life, thrive, thrive, thrive,

precious time, high five, give strive, give thrive, thrive, thrive, water supply, you can try." 

At the beginning of the story, the Little Prince leaves his planet, abandons his rose and 

his responsibility to it. At the end of the story, the Little Prince learns how the time he 

dedicated to his rose made his rose so precious.

"That is the big secret. For you, who like me love the Little Prince, everything in the world 

changes if somewhere, who knows where, a sheep we don't know eats or doesn't eat a rose ..."

(Exupery, 2004:34)

To what a person gives his attention to, that grows and develops. Yet, sometimes it seems very

easy to forget how one's own attention, the individual attention, really exists. However, it is 

also important to learn that direction of this attention is worthy of appreciation and respect. It 

is also important not to forget that the attention is truly gift on his own. A gift that it does not 

need te be bought. A gift that is in mind and consequently a gift that can be shared with others.

A gift by which one can hear, see and feel another and nature habitat. A gift that can create 

joy. A gift that can create food. A gift that can create computers. A gift that can create freedom

and beauty in life.
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5.5.2. Personal symbol of gratitude

A ritual of touching a personal symbol of gratitude, which the child can make, draw, ... on his 

own or with the help of another person, in order to remember his favorite story, or favorite 

person, or toy, or doll it is an object that gives him a sense of security. Such a symbol can be 

something very simple, like the first letter of a child's name within a favorite wood, a fabric 

with the image of a favorite story, a transitional object, or something similar to that.

5.5.3. Calming ritual before dinner

"You can light a candle before dinner as part of a family ritual. Everyone present should 

briefly focus on the flame. Concentrating on just one object helps the spirit to reach a state of 

deeper peace and clarity. Before you start dinner, each family member can list something they 

are grateful for that day"  (Lantieri i Goleman, 2012:42)

5.5.4. Stone of gratitude

"Give each of your children a small stone or pebble. Keep one for yourself. Tell them it is 

their stone of gratitude. Ask them to carry it in their pocket or school bag and to remember 

something they should be grateful for every time they touch it. Remind them that if they just 

touch the stone, no matter where they are or whatever is going on in their lives, they will feel 

grateful. You try to do the same." (Hawn, 2012:132)

5.5.5. Birthdays

"Birthdays can be a great opportunity to express love to family members, to celebrate

that they are part of the family. Birthday traditions can be a real renewal. Birthdays are very 

important in our family. We don’t actually celebrate days, but weeks. We would spend the 

whole week trying to show the child how precious child is for us. We would decorate the 

house with posters, balloons, gifts that we would give with breakfast, we would organize a 

party for friends, take the child out to dinner, prepare dinner with the whole family, prepare 

the child's favorite dish and cakes and praise him." (Covey, 1998:281)
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"It is important to express gratitude to our children just for being who they are. We 

rarely thank them for who they are, however we always want them to appreciate who we are. 

If we as parents took a moment to look into our child’s eyes and say, “Thank You,” really 

thinking that, their sense of worth would develop exponentially. In this way, we are saying 

that they have something to contribute just by being who they are." (Shefali, 2010:143)

5.6.  Feedback narration and interpretation

Feedback in interpersonal communication can be constructive and destructive.

In order for feedback to be as constructive as possible and interpretable, it should be good to 

follow the following guidelines when creating it: "It should be based on what is observed, not 

on conclusions; it should be focused on the observed behavior, not on the whole personality; it

expresses are not a general, but a very specific comment, the intention of such a message is 

always understanding and / or help, it should be clear and understandable to the person for 

whom it is intended, it should be given at the right time, ie immediately after the manifested 

behavior, with greater originality and the message is valid more, it is more encouraging to 

write an original message for each person's appearance than a comment that can be applied to 

several people, try to tell each person what can be noticed about their importance or success in

the group, why it would be good to get to know them better, or why it was good to be with 

that person in the group, to try to make the personal message really personal, with the 

additional use of the name of the person for whom it is intended, to tell each person what the 

person giving message makes the happy / grateful about her personally; include all members 

of the group, even if they are not best known. Then choose the most positive message no 

matter what it relates to;" (Tadic, 1997:43-44)

Key principle of constructive feedback is to have it in the zone of proximal 

development of inndividual. In pedagogical process is usually interpreted as the area between 

what a child can do, interpret, without help, and what child can do, interpret, with 

constructive feedback from someone with more knowledge or expertise. "The zone of the 

closest development determines the psychic functions, which have not yet matured, but are 

currently in the process of maturation, functions that have not yet become fruits, but are just 

buds, flowers of development. Thus, stimulation is correct only when it goes ahead of 

development, when it is directed not at yesterday, but at tomorrow." (Posokhova, 1999:29)
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5.7. Unity of: Acting; Thinking; Feeling; Physiology

Balance of this unity in cycling means a child without tears and hurt.

If an imbalance is added to hypothetical cycling scenario, the possible scenario story 

development opens up in several dimensions.

In one of these story dimensions, the child's physiology did not receive significant 

stress while his feelings received the stress that made child cry.

The question is, "When will the child first stop crying ?"

Answer A) If the parent reacts with a pronounced component of feelings and gets angry and 

yells at the child.

Answer B) If the parent reacts with a pronounced component of feelings and gets upset just as

much as the child so he comes to the child and hugs him.

Answer C) If the parent reacts with a moderately emphasized component of thinking and 

calmly reaches the child and hugs him with a moderately emphasized component of feelings.

Answer D) If the parent reacts with an emphasized component of thinking, with calm and 

assertive feeling reaches the child and motivates him to a new activity with speech while 

respecting the child, he briefly wipes away the tears without emphasizing the feeling 

component and says: "Thank goodness you will be able to ride a bike again."

*Note: It is necessary to consider and conclude which answer "adds the least oil to the 

emotional fire". It is also important to know that something that would be true one day, in the 

real life of an individual child’s reactions the next day may be wrong.

Driving our self without good theory is like with the bicycle without steering wheel 

coming straight to a wall. Whatever will be, will be. The future's not ours to see. 

The questions are: How can be better? What is difference in: good; better; best?

Can we stand on shoulders of giants and see better so that our driving reaches the best?

"All we can do from birth to death is behave. Each of our behaviors is a complete 

behavior, consisting of four indivisible components: Acting; Thinking; Feeling; Physiology. ...

All overall behaviors are chosen, but we have direct control only over the component of 

Acting and Thinking. However, we can control our feelings and physiology indirectly, 

through the ways we choose to think and act." (Glasser, 2004:296-297)
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5.8.  Laboratory of  PLAY for Acting; Thinking; Feeling; Physiology development 

"Developmental psychology describes child development as a step-by-step process. 

So we have 4 stages of preschool childhood:

1. Infant period: from birth to 1 year of age

2. Early childhood: 1st to 3rd year

3. Younger and middle preschool age: from 3 to 4.5 years

4. Older preschool age: 4-5 to 6-7 years

For each of these stages there is a certain leading development activity. For an infant,

it is an emotional communication with an adult. It manifests itself in the baby’s different 

reactions as soon as someone approaches her (smile, voice, etc.). During the period of early 

childhood, the child begins to show an active interest in the objects that surround him, so the 

leading activity becomes the subject communication, ie communication with an adult to 

explore the objects of the outside world. The child makes and maintains contact with the adult

through objects and toys, which he actively manipulates. At the same time, speech is 

intensively developed that begins to accompany the leading subject activity. For preschoolers,

the leading activity is play. The game gradually progresses from simple manipulation of 

objects to social symbolic play during which the child creates a social situation and thus 

masters the behaviors of adults." (Posokhova, 1999:35-36) 

""Play and humor were not just means of adding fun to their lives," according to 

Gray. "They were means of maintaining the band's existence - means of promoting actively 

the egalitarian attitude, intense sharing, and relative peacefulness for which hunter-gatherers 

are justly famous and upon which they depended for survival." 

...

"Even when children are playing nominally competitive games, such as pickup baseball or 

card games, there is usually relatively little concern for winning," said Gray. "Striving to do 

well, as individuals or teams, and helping others do well, is all part of the fun. It is the 

presence of adult supervisors and observers that pushes play in a competitive direction--and if

it gets pushed too far in that direction it is no longer truly play."  (Peter Grey, Boston College, 

2009)
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5.9. Imitation value in education

Imitation is the first and basic way a child learns.

"A parent who has seen a child treats a doll in the same way that child was treated by the 

parents will understand that imitation - inheriting the observed behavior - is one of the ways 

to learn to communicate. Children learn what to say, but also how to say it to other people of 

different statuses, ages and genders. " (Reardon, 1998: 53)

"One of the ways parents can help their children's communication development is through an 

activity that psycholinguists call expansions and extensions. It's the repetition of children's 

statements and their proper formulation. Here's an example:

Child: "Dad's car."

Mother: "Yes, Dad is in the car."

In the example given, the mother repeats the child’s statement, but adds a verb, a 

preposition, and a case form. Such dissemination helps the development of children's speech 

especially if the child imitates such extended forms of his own statements. There are parents 

who are not concerned with expanding their children’s speech. Instead, they just repeat “baby 

talk”. In its original form, or just react to the meaning of children's statements. Such an 

approach can slow down a child's speech development. " (Reardon, 1998:54)

"Children are natural imitators. They imitate mom and dad. Their sensitivity and 

receptivity are such that they will respond not only to words and sounds but also to cellular 

patterns of hidden fear and tension that often influence parental behavior. A common example 

of fear projection is a parent’s reactions to their child’s first steps. Masters of learning by trial 

and error, young children often fall. They do this in a relaxed, almost comfortable way, which 

gives a low probability of possible injury. Anxious parents, however, often cause shock and 

fear reactions in a child by transmitting to them their own fear of what the child is doing. ("Oh

my God, you're going to get hurt!")" (Buzan, 2000:84)

The story of elephant training is enriched here with a new plot.

In that story, a large, strong, adult elephant remains locked by a thin rope that he could easily 

breake and set himself free. He could, only if he tried. Yet, when he was little elephant, that 

thin rope was too strong. This locked elephant created a conclusion. Learned conclusion in the

past that locked this huge giant, adult elephant in the present.
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The new plot in this story brings a new question: "Is the cub just brought into the 

world by that huge giant, adult elephant locked by that thin rope because it mimics the pattern

of adult elephant behavior?" An even more important question: "Until when the cub will be 

locked by outdated conclusions?".

"I tell parents, “When I teach you about gratitude, I’m handing you one of the most 

powerful techniques to use with your child.” To access a reverence and appreciation for their 

life is one of the most important lessons our children can learn. Expressing gratitude reminds 

them that they are never alone but always in relationship with life itself. Such gratitude also 

reinforces the fact that life is kind, wise, and bountiful.

Creating a daily or weekly ritual at the dining table, in which each person has the 

chance to express something they are thankful for, helps our children develop reflective skills,

which in turn enables them to extract beauty from life. At the same time, such a practice 

reminds them that even as life gives to them, they too must give to life. Indeed, it teaches 

children to give back not only in a physical form but also in an emotional and energetic form."

(Shefali, 2010:143)

"Once you start assembling a huge puzzle image of 10,000 pieces piece by piece, it 

could take you several years to complete. However, if you can see the whole image on the 

cover, you will know exactly what to build. Then it will be much easier to place each part in 

the appropriate place. We are often amazed at how often common sense disappears from the 

education system. Subjects are taught in isolation. They are often taught in small parts without

the students getting to know the whole image beforehand." (Dryden i Vos, 2001:151) 

"As Harvard psychologist Jerome Bruner says, you are more likely to trigger a 

feeling with your actions than is likely to trigger an act with feelings.

So act! Do what you have to.

When we tell a child, “Change your attitude,” the message is too general, and the change we 

want is vague. A more effective approach is to explain behaviors that suggest bad attitudes.

If we help them change their behavior, attitudes will change on their own.

Instead of telling our children, “Be thankful,” we ask them to give one compliment to each 

family member each day. When this becomes a habit in their lives, an attitude of gratitude will

follow." (Maxwell, 2001:125)

"Psychologists have found that gratitude or showing admiration for someone or something is 
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one of the best ways we can increase happiness. An incredible 90 percent of people in one 

survey said expressing gratitude made them happier; 84 percent said it reduced their stress 

and depression and helped them be optimistic; and 78 percent that they had more energy."

(Hawn, 2012:127)

Therefore, recognizing the value of imitation as the first and basic way in which a 

child learns and develops, respecting also other knowledge and achievements of Croatian and 

world theory and practice in the field of early childhood and preschool education, the educator

should start the spiral of learning gratitude. Metaphorically speaking, the educator should sow

the seeds of gratitude within himself. This sown seed will then shine through the person of the

educator. The expression of gratitude that has become a character trait of the educator then 

becomes present through all the rituals, games and activities within the educational group and 

the spatial environment. Therefore, for the development of educational practice of gratitude, 

every educator as well as every associate in educational practice should start from themselves.

5.10  Movement as learning stimulus

The educator, the bearer of the educational practice of expressing gratitude, first of all simply 

tries really hard to see what is there for construction. Moto is: Good, better, best. Never let it 

rest. Until good is better and better is best.

To see what is the strong side of each individual child, that is, to have faith in the truth not 

hidden by the illusion of destructive creativity, ie to see the child objectively. 

Documenting and reflecting through collaboration with other educators within the institution 

makes it easier for him to see an objective image of the child as a whole. If through team 

work educator can see the whole image on the pedagogical documents, educator will know 

exactly why and what to construct so that this image of the child can become the best version 

possible.

A competent educator would say of a child who jumps, climbs, crawls, spins, and rolls over, 

"That child has nothing better to do! I know, because I respect and honor that child." 

Then educator with his team will ask: "Why is he doing this? Maybe there is something 

invisible to the eye that we can explore? What else can we create as an challenging support 
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for that individual child, to develop strong sides of the child according to child individual 

interst and interdisciplinary educational practice.

Competent educator, researcher of his own educational practice. An educator who 

dared to take the path of the unknown in order to gain new insights to improve his educational

practice. Knowledge that will then affect his attitude about the child and about what was not 

visible to the eye. Knowledge that, among other things, affects the development of gratitude 

in a child.

The findings as follows are the result of this research, and further corroborate the knowledge 

of the usefulness and power of a child’s intuition.

"Innocent games such as jumping, turning in a circle or walking on curbs are often forbidden, 

although today it is known that this child works instinctively - because it further stimulates the

development of synapses (basic neural connections), and it has been proven that these basic 

neuronal connection depends total intelligence. It is in the nature of a child up to the age of 

seven, and even later, to jump, to climb, to crawl, to spin and to roll over, to examine balance 

through boundary positions. It's just that children used to do it in nature, and today they jump 

on armchairs and climb on shelves instead of trees." (Rajovic, 2010)

"The cerebellum has been found to be important for cognition and behavior." 

(Children's Hospital Boston, 2005)

"Decreased nerve cell connectivity in the cerebellum can contribute to movement 

disorders and also to cognitive problems including a range of autistic disorders." (Washington 

University School of Medicine, 2014)

"General intelligence is related to many basic aspects in the efficiency of information

processing that I believe depends on the functioning of the cerebellum, including the speed 

and consistency of our perception and decision making, and the speed with which we learn 

new skills." (Elsevier, 2011)

"It also opens up the possibility that the cerebellum can be used in the skillful, 

automatic, and unconscious use of mathematical and grammatical rules." (University of Royal

Holloway London, 2011)

"Protein synthesis in the cerebellum plays a key role in memory consolidation." 

(Riken, 2011)

"Two pilot studies conducted in city schools in Leicester and Birmingham in the UK,

showed significant changes in reading, writing and drawing skills in children who participated
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in a ten-minute school exercise program. ... These same connections are important for 

controlling the balance, coordination, and eye movement needed to read and write." (Blythe, 

2004:118)

"Lyelle Palmer of Winona State University has noted the beneficial effects of early 

motor stimulation on long-term learning. To stimulate patterns of early neural growth, she 

used tasks that examined eye-hand coordination, rotation, switching, swinging, counting, 

jumping, and ball work." (Jensen, 2005:44)

Competent educator enlightens mind through the hands, and the hands through the mind.
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6. CONCLUSION

Traditional ways of professional development in educational institutions

are often reduced to informing teachers with the focus on raising the level of knowledge.

"However, it is precisely the values and beliefs of teachers that 'filter' their knowledge." 

(Slunjski, 2006:96) 

Thus, occasionally through destructive creativity each individual can see black dots that do 

not really exist. Namely, what is important to understand is that our brain "filters", ie 

interprets and creates the information we receive and attend to.

To see the story in one image of wholeness and to ask the question: “How many black dots 

are on the lines of the stylized heart shape in Figure 2.?"

Figure 2: Black dot, stylized heart shape in illusion  Ludimar Hermanna 1870. (author: Tadija Dovođa)

The correct answer is, "There are no black dots on the lines of the stylized heart shape in 

Figure 2"

To express kindness, gratitude, means to have faith in the truth about the image of 

wholeness not hidden by interpretations and understandings from destructive creativity. 

Sometimes the problem is not the problem; and the real problem is attitude about problem. 

Attempting to solve problem with the same thinking used to create problem is often to stay on

the path of desctructive creativity.
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 Attitude of gratitude is the belief that a person can face his own challenge with 

constructive creativity in community. Transforming the path, in whole, to his own and to 

community advantage.

"The focus of professional development of teachers in the learning organization is on creating 

conditions in which" teachers will articulate and examine their own values and beliefs "" 

(Slunjski, 2006: 96), the conclusion brings the practice of trust and gratitude. Person to 

person, no matter how small person is, and open up to constructive creativity conversation 

about doubts, problems, and different attitudes.

"When you are comfortable acknowledging your flaws and daily mistakes, not in a self-

flagellating manner but in a matter-of-fact manner, you convey to your children that mistakes 

are inevitable. By laughing at your errors and readily admitting your insecurities, you remove 

yourself from the pedestal of wonder. Setting aside hierarchy, you encourage your children to 

relate to you as human-to-human, spirit-to-spirit.

All we need to do is model. When our children realize we are perfectly okay with our 

okayness, it encourages a feeling of competence within them. By delighting in our follies, we 

teach our children not to take themselves too seriously. By being willing to make a fool of 

ourselves as we try new things, we teach them to explore life with little care for how they 

“look” or perform."(Shefali, 2010:42)

When children realize that parents and educators are grateful for what they have today,

and that they strive to make their own tomorrow better than their own today, and that adults 

can accept that everyone grows, learns, and gets better all their lives. This all then creates a 

sense of self-worth, self-confidence and positive self-image in children, and they also develop

gratitude. Which, in addition to the rituals of expressing gratitude, as shown in the paper, has 

multiple values and benefits for children.

In addition, Dr. sc. Edita Slunjski points out that one of the fundamental values of a 

learning organization is the value of respecting the child. Moreover, when asked where the 

process of transforming an educational institution into a learning organization and co-

constructing a curriculum begins, we would paraphrase the author Gandini (1998, p. 9) who 

argues that the curriculum development process: “Begins with respect for the child!” 

”(Slunjski, 2006 : 94)

Ergo, at the end of this text is actually the place of a new beginning.
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The beginning which is a call to action for all who think they can contribute to the 

answer, hopefully with constructive creativity, to the question:

 "To be in a place where imagination and creativity in gratitude create and preserve, 

or to be in a place where imagination and creativity in fear flee from the reality of nature?"
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